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Breathe easy onboard
Flying dehydrates you and you just have to live with it, right? Wrong. Julie Baxter discovers how
air quality can be improved and could be a passenger priority whose time has come

I

t is perhaps a little known fact that
the air quality in Economy is generally
a lot better than that in Business or
First. You may think you are sharing your
air with a nicer class of traveller up the
front of the aircraft but CTT Systems,
experts in the science behind air quality,
have a few interesting facts that might
make you think again.
If you are interested in your passengers’
wellbeing check this out. Cabin humidity
is dictated by the number of people within
the cabin and the optimum comfort zone
from a health, happiness and comfort
perspective is 20-50% relative humidity.
Check the numbers in most First cabins
and it is around 5% or less, in Business
7-10% and in Economy 12% This means
three hours in First or Business exposes
a passenger to drier air than that they’d
experience in Death Valley!
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A350 and A380s but the only Lufthansa
provides it for passengers - in First on its
A380 services.

Wellness differentiation
Landquist predicts: “I am confident that as
airlines increasingly want to differentiate
their onboard product offering and
wellness becomes a key issue with
passengers, more carriers will invest in it
for the sake of passenger comfort. They are
doing plenty of fancy stuff with beds and
food but for many passengers better air
quality will truly be a determining factor
once it is available. Once this is identified
as an important point of difference,
travellers will wonder why it just wasn’t
done before.”
The investment required to improve
quality is about the same as a single First
class seat. •

